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COMMODORES REPORT                 RAY MATTHEWS 

Dear Members, 

 

It is 6 months since this committee has taken office, and I am pleased to report all are settling into their new 

roles. Herewith are the reports from the various flag officers and committee chairman. 

 

From my side I would like to highlight some events that may be not be covered under the other flags. 

 

 The club once again hosted the Youth regatta and it was pleasing to see 11 L26’s taking part in 

taxing conditions. I assisted on the protest committee and with 11 protests we were kept quite 

busy. 

 

 The off season Wednesday talks continued, mixed up with some well-run quiz evenings, Steven 

Bentley from V&A updating us on The Volvo Ocean Race preparations. 

 

 The Jazz on the deck remains popular and our club galley continue to delight by offering fine fair. 

 The Friday night draw remains very popular, and the place to be on Friday evenings. 

 

 During July the club hosted a successful coastal commodore’s breakfast to discuss mutual co-

operation and support for each other’s regattas, and support of regional development sailing in the 

Western Cape. 

 

 The club continues with its support of SAS National and Western Cape and hosted a Judges course 

in August, and 4 RCYC members attended. SAS WC also arranged for the Lotto Chairman to address 

all WC clubs to assist with our Lotto application, I can report that the club Lotto application was 

lodged on time. 

 

 August also saw our successful challenge of the Lipton Challenge Cup in False Bay. Due to weather 

conditions only the 3 compulsory races were sailed, RCYC first with our RCYC academy team coming 

in second. Our vice commodore Vitor Medina has been appointed chairman of the 2015 event. NOR 

has already been sent out and it is our hope to get 30 plus L26’s on the water. 

 

This year marked the centenary of the granting of the Royal Charter to our club in 1914 by His Majesty King 

George V, and we celebrated in grand style with a formal mess dinner in the main hall on the 21st November. 

The club and its staff did us proud with great food and ceremony on this auspicious occasion.  

 

I would like to thank the General committee, Subcommittee members, staff and the various club members for 

all their hard work they are putting into the club, to retain our status as “The Tavern of the Seas”. It is an 

absolute pleasure working with people who share a common commitment to RCYC and its future. 

 

I wish all our members a pleasant and safe festive season. 
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT                      CHAIRMAN: VITOR MEDINA 
Chairman Vitor Medina 

 

Committee Jackie Brand 

  Stefan Hundt 

  Charmaine Warburton 

 

Members make up the heart and soul of any club and right now various clubs are experiencing major difficulties 

in growing their membership base. 

At Royal Cape Yacht Club , I am pleased to announce that our membership for the last 6 months has grown 

even though it was just by 7. 

 

Traditionally the majority of resignations happen in June followed by (unfortunately) strike offs in October. 

 

We are experiencing a steady number of applications to join every month and it is particularly pleasing that 

the junior and cadet categories are growing steadily. Big thanks must go to the efforts of our sailing academy. 

 

Our policy for Wednesday night crew remains, where all non-members have to be signed in a maximum of 6 

times a year and i urge skippers and boat owners to adhere to this policy and encourage your crew to become 

members. 

 

In the new year we are looking to employ a marketing person to help promote our club and the brand RCYC, 

facilitate public relations with sponsors, companies etc., and also assist us with our membership drive targeting 

specific markets. 

 

Invite your friends and family to our beautiful club – It’s surprising how many want to join after a pleasant 

experience. 

 

Vitor 

 

FUTURE COMMITTEE REPORT              CHAIRMAN: THOMAS SWANA 
 

Dear Members, 

 

We now face another year end and 9 years with the current lease. 

 

There has been no further word or commitment from our landlord, the Transnet Ports Authority (TNPA) on 

any extension to the RCYC lease. You may have seen in the press announcements that RCYC will have to make 

way for the oil, and shipping industries. We are still not certain whether the government are going to make 

enough progress in the next decade to actually go through with their plans to re-develop the port and we 

remain in contact, given our current status as a tenant and given the lessening probability that we get an 

extension to the club lease. During one meeting, the new manager in charge of the port did admit that their 

communications with us needs to improve and there have been promises made to stage more frequent and 

constructive engagements. Part of my own frustration and the Future Planning Committee is the frequencies 

of staff turnover with the port management making on-going discussions and negotiations very challenging 

when new people are given positions in Cape Town without the benefit of effective hand over from their 

predecessors. Nevertheless we have not given up hope. 
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Discussions and active communications with the V&A have continued during the past 6 months and more 

progress has been made with this group. We had several meetings and have decided there should be a steering 

committee formed representing key stakeholders including the club, V&A, provincial government, the City, 

and TNPA. At the last recent meeting it was the V&A recommended that both take the position of the club and 

some of the commercial tenants occupying the V&A to the national levels of government for their knowledge 

and input. We will pursue this to see if it will strengthen the decision making of government especially if 

commercial tenants in the V&A are given the opportunity to take space available in the port sections under 

the control of the TNPA. 

 

For our part we have discussed various potential areas of the V&A to analyse which could accommodate RCYC, 

to both our own and the V&A’s benefit. We have shared our present space requirements and the financials 

needed to operate the club, basically playing an open book on the basis that we are a not for profit organisation 

who exist for the benefit of the members of RCYC and for the benefit of sports, recreation and education in 

the sport. The V&A are considering the value we would bring to add to their own commercial presence 

involving local and international sailing events which was so clearly evidenced by the recent visit of the Volvo 

round the world first stop here in Cape Town. The RCYC was the local sport representative organisation for the 

Volvo as an international sailing event which is recognised as one of many potential commercial value adds to 

the V&A. 

 

A bulletin was sent out by the Commodore regarding a major press release made by the City of Cape Town 

about the City’s new Water Front development activities and the Port Gateway project. The headlines spelled 

out the yacht club is to be moved, along with a cruise liner terminal being developed and for major freeway 

infrastructure changes. Although we have been in active discussions with the V&A, the release was a surprise 

to us and the management at the V&A. 

 

The release mentions RCYC being relocated from Duncan Dock to the South Arm of the Victoria Basin facing 

the V&A. We have been in discussions with senior management at the V&A and this was one of two locations 

which have been under discussion with the V&A. If you read between the lines you will see the term “subject 

to negotiations” used more than once in the press release.  As noted by the Commodore in the bulletin, it is 

still very early days, but this level of understanding of the plight of the club and the lease expiring should be 

seen with some degree of optimism as this is a very clear indication we have some specific direction to follow 

in the re-establishment of the club in the event we are forced to vacate the SCH. 

 

We plan to present all the latest information about the Future Planning activity since the AGM to the club 

members late in January. 

 

As always thanks to the members of the committee for their time, effort and dedication. Thanks to Marcus 

and his staff for their support in preparing for and following up on the activities undertaken by this committee. 

Allow me to wish you all the best for the festive season, a safe, happy and healthy New Year. 

 

Kind regards. 

 

Thomas Swana 
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FINANCE REPORT                       CHAIRMAN: WILLIAM BROOKS 
 

I am pleased to report that the clubs finances continue to grow and the clubs operations are all showing 

positive trends. Bar and restaurant trading is good, well in excess of trading volumes for the previous years 

with a significant surplus to the budget. Functions trading is marginally above budget probably reflecting the 

subdued economic environment prevalent in South Africa today and the associated pressures on corporate 

spending. Club expenses have been well contained by management and are well within the agreed budgets. 

Outside House turnover continues to grow and has marginally exceeded the budgeted figure. The Sailing 

Department and the Academy are all operating well within their agreed budgets. 

 

Our operating controls have improved significantly with the full implementation of the POS system. Full 

integration with the club accounting systems is planned in the near future. We are currently undergoing a full 

review of all Inside House and Outside House operating procedures and processes in consultation with our 

auditors Greenfields in order to ensure compliance with best practise in this area. 

 

Your club’s finances at the end of November 2014 looked as follows: 
. Y-T-D ACTUAL Y-T-D BUDGET Y-T-D VARIANCE 

TOTAL ALL RCYC DEPARTMENTS    

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)    

    

BAR & RESTAURANT TRADING 229,223 42,136 187,087 

    

FUNCTION TRADING 86,135 80,921 5,214 

    

ADMINISTRATION / CLUB EXPENSES 173,429 75,683 97,746 

    

OUTSIDE HOUSE / MOORINGS 3 366 827 3 611 777 (244 950) 

    

SAILING (434,986) (552,392) 117,406 

    

ACADEMY (108,878) (160,000) 51,121 

    

EXCESS OF (EXP) / INCOME    

 

Our bank balances as at 11 December 2014, were as follows: 

 FNB Current Acc  R943,818 

 FNB Call Acc   R720,918 

 RMB Investment Acc  R9,466,273 

 Ozinsky Deposit   R100,000 

TOTAL    R11,231,009 
 

Many thanks to the Finance Committee and the RCYC finance staff for their hard work and commitment. 
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SAILING REPORT                 CHAIRMAN: LUKE SCOTT 
 

… Convergence!!! 

 

Ahoy Royalty 

 

This is a brief half year report back reflecting on Sailing at Royal Cape since the current term of office started 

in June 2014. 

 

If you read the numerous articles on the club website, the club Facebook page and in the club’s annual Sail 

Magazine, you will be well apprised of all the sailing activity on and off the water in the last few months, so I 

will not repeat that here, other than to say that sailing at Royal Cape is really very healthy, active, and seeing 

a high level of participation across a wide variety of sailing and racing offerings, from cruising, to niche sailing 

[seniors, juniors, ladies, double handed], to a very full club sailing championship, and to the premier regional 

sailing regattas. I have placed a very strong emphasis on communicating and reporting as much as possible 

regularly about all the sailing activities of the club.  

 

What I would like to discuss here is really just the simple idea of convergence and working towards the same 

or similar goals. The club has many members and many points of view. There will always be differences of 

opinion and reason for debate, preferably of the constructive and healthy variety. One could liken that to a 

windward leg of a race, beating into a stiff breeze, picking shifts and sides. However, there is a point where 

one gets to the top mark, eases sails, and you enjoy the joyride downwind. And then, no matter which way 

you went, or how well you did, you need to converge to cross a shared and narrow finish line together. 

 

It is possible that we as a club sometimes lose sight of that, and forget that we are all on the same racecourse, 

sailing in the same water, under the same wind, and we all cross the same finish line. 

 

It would be a great achievement, I think, if there was a real effort towards greater consensus, healthy, 

constructive debate around our sailing, safety, and enjoyment of our clubs primary function of promoting 

sailing in Table Bay, and to simply acknowledge and reflect on how privileged we are to enjoy this special part 

of the world. 

 

With this in mind, our next Sailing Committee meeting will be an open breakfast forum and discussion on the 

morning of 24 January 2015. You are invited. Have a great festive season and keep enjoying the sailing! 

 

See you on the water! 

 

The Birth of a Wee Bonnie Lass! 
 

Ahoy Royalty 

 

The Royal Cape Lass was christened at an informal ceremony at the club last Thursday evening. She is a 

Magnum 780, built by Two Oceans Marine, and will serve as the club’s committee boat. 
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She was purchased entirely from a generous 

and kind donation from club member, Lord 

Irvine Laidlaw, after a 10 month review of over 

30 vessels. 

 

She is powered by two 200hp Yamahas, and 

sports a galley with fridge and stove, an 

enclosed heads, and a comfortable and well 

protected enclosed cabin. She has a fly bridge 

and a sun cover over the open aft deck.  She 

will be comfortable for the bridge! 

 

She will be fitted with a powerful windlass, 

plenty of sturdy chain, and an appropriate 

anchor for the ground conditions in our bay. 

Sophisticated race management and 

navigational software is being investigated for 

use with our sailing program. 

 

She has a Category “B” Certificate of Fitness for 

8 persons, cleared for offshore passage up to 40 

miles from the coast. 

 

Feel free to check her out – and to volunteer your 

time to the bridge anytime you are not sailing! 

  

See you on the water! 

 

Luke 

 

 

OUTSIDE HOUSE REPORT            CHAIRMAN: DEREK SHUTTLEWORTH 
 

All will have by now become acquainted with our new marina manger Josh (Fisher) and will notice a 

considerable improvement in the outside house operations, an obvious self-starter Josh has  

instituted control and safety systems that have greatly benefitted our outside house operations, and in doing 

so improved the overall work throughput to the benefit of everyone. 

 

It is a fact however that some members are not appreciative of the rigid policy he adopts with hard booking 

and crane lifts, and he has come in for some very unnecessary abuse that is most ungentlemanly from our 

members, Please desist gentlemen it is unacceptable. 

 

With the hard area from the gate now paved, we have again turned our attention to the procurement of 

another way of launching and retrieving our boats, our crane, year after year seems to get us through despite 

its decrepit condition, but we have pushed the boundaries as far as we dare and alternatives have to be found. 

A workable system has been investigated, built in Holland and proposals are being made that will enable us to 

obtain this equipment on favorable conditions that will not bankrupt us, more news on this equipment soon. 
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Marinas are coming in for lots of abuse, the general trend for Yachties is to keep increasing the size of their 

boats, it comes with a corresponding increase in weight and windage that is having a detrimental effect on the 

marina as evidenced by the numerous breakages experienced recently Couple this with the shortage of 

suitable chain means we are putting out fires without being able to address the real issue of planned 

maintenance. 

 

With some luck Marcus was able to get a free sonar survey of the basin that will, once we have learnt how to 

interpret the data, give us a clearer picture of what is on the bottom and where all the blocks are. 

 

The relocation of all yachts on B marina has been accomplished, this was in order for the club to assist many 

members who have bought Catamaran yachts and need a place to keep them, thank you to all the previous 

owners who co-operated and agreed to be re-located and enable this process to be completed. 

 

Lot more work in the offing but that can fill the next newsletter. 

 

Thank you to my committee and the professional staff who have given generously of their time and ideas, your 

work is appreciated. 

 

INSIDE HOUSE REPORT                   CHAIRMAN: POLLA WASSERFALL 
 

What a roller-coaster year we have had… 

 

I would like to start off this report with a special welcome to the “newbies” (Chris and Charmaine) on the team 

and thank you for volunteering your time and effort.  As a team we at Inside House have put in a lot of effort 

into the club over the past few months to try and improve the club and a big thank you to my inside house 

team for the fantastic support. 

 

The financial year started off slowly as expected with the food and beverage operation following the same 

trends as shown in previous years.   

 

After a surprise visit from the City of Cape Town Health Inspector and the clubs decision to comply with the 

new smoking laws, the club took the decision to ban smoking from the deck and communal club areas. A 

decision was then made to modify a section of the Galley restaurant that was not frequented that often into a 

smoker’s room. New glass panelling, shelving, blinds, extractor fans and a TV was installed. This has been well 

received and is fully compliant.  

 

Jazz on the deck is as successful as ever and still attracts lots of members and guests down to the club every 

1st Sunday of the month. I would like to thank Bill Holland for taking over the reins from the late Keith Mattison 

and keeping Keith’s project alive over the past few months. I would like to encourage members to come down 

and enjoy a relaxing afternoon with good food and music at the club. 

 

We will be hosting our annual New Year’s Eve Party again this year, Inside House has decided that it should 

take the same format as last year as it seems to be very popular with the members. Live entertainment will be 

provided by the ever popular band ICON. The club will provide the entertainment and braai fires free of charge, 

all you have to do is bring your snacks, family and friends and come party into 2015 with The Royal Cape Yacht 

Club. 

 

The club will be closed on Christmas Day and I hope that the membership and our staff will have a blessed day 

with your families. 
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Unfortunately we have also been affected by the harsh reality called load shedding…the club is currently able 

to run the basic essentials (with the help of a very small generator) i.e. POS systems and limited kitchen 

facilities, the kitchen will then run a basic reduced menu and we ask that you be patient during this time. We 

are also currently sourcing quotes for generators that will be capable of running the food and beverage 

operation should the power go down as load shedding appears is here to stay. 

 

Functions have been going very well and is growing from strength to strength, this has helped us significantly 

during the winter months. I would like to urge members to consider using the club when you plan your next 

event.  

 

The Galley restaurant has brought out a new menu which has proven to be very popular and well received with 

the members. Some old favourites are back by popular demand. 

 

We have had a fantastic last quarter and business is good, we have had a significant increase in turnover and 

feet through the doors. 

 

The lucky draw is doing well and the pot is currently sitting at R 22 000.00, members have to remember that 

you have to be “in it to win it”. The draw takes place between 19h30 and 20h00 every Friday evening 

 

Lastly I would like to thank all the staff for the effort they have put in over the past few months, things have 

been hectic and somehow you have managed to cope…THANK YOU.       

 

CRUISING COMMITTEE REPORT                      CHAIRMAN: ALAN HAEFELE 
 

We are halfway through the season and I am pleased to say that “Cruising” is playing a greater and greater 

part of sailing life at the Royal Cape Yacht Club. 

 

Our informal Cruising committee consists of Dave Gough, Grant Saunders and myself. 

 

We have weekly (mostly Wednesday and Friday evenings) committee meetings with a group of members who 

are not only fellow RCYC Cruisers but who have also become really good sailing friends.  We don’t always follow 

the one drink per hour rule and we don’t keep minutes.  

Most importantly – next time you are at the club feel free to join us – we are always looking for new ideas – 

all inputs are appreciated – if you prefer you can email your suggestions to Toni Mainprize at the sailing office. 

 

Beside the recent and regular monthly cruising events such as the Seaport Fishing cruise, the light houses 

cruise, Dassen Cruise , Women’s Day Cruise etc., we now also have a Coastal Cruising and Cool Cats Class in 

the Lufthansa Wednesday twilight races and also in all the scheduled race events of the year.  

 

We have also collaborated with other yacht clubs and participate with their organized cruising events such as 

SBYC North Bay Cruise , Hout Bay Yacht Club Raid and Port Owen Yacht Club’s West Coast Cruise planned for 

the end of December.  

 

Although crayfishing at Dassen Island seems to be a problem at present, that has not stopped cruisers such as 

Mike Cave of Wings from sailing there to catch yellowtail and snoek  - Dassen will always be a great destination 

for us all despite the crayfishing restrictions. 
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As you all know, in order to qualify as a proper cruiser, you have to have on board at least three bottles of 

good wine and a braai (with fire lighters at the ready). Another major difference between cruisers and racers 

is that cruisers race hard to win the coveted 3rd prize position – if you come 1st you have made a crucial mistake. 

 

Seriously though – it is the goal of this Cruising committee, to recruit the many “under used “yachts in our 

Marina and to encourage you all to join in as often as possible.  Getting these yachts (and they are far in the 

majority) out and on the water is the secret of success of our club – once used more regularly , these yachts 

will bring more people to the restaurant and pub, more new members , more business in general and more 

fun to be had by all. 

 

I would specifically like to thank Luke Scott , Toni Mainprize and Adrian for all their help in the last six months.  

 

I would also like to thank my fellow GENCOM members for all their help and support. 

 

Upcoming Cruising events include –  

 The West Coast Cruise -  

 Moonstruck at Clifton 4th Beach  

 Saldanha Bay Yacht Club Raid and North Bay Cruise one week after the Mykonos Race  

 Hout Bay cruise  

 

Please check out the RCYC Website, the weekly newsletter and the notice board. 

 

See you on the water 

 

SAILING ACADEMY REPORT                      CHAIRMAN: ROBBIE VAN ROOYEN 

Homestead: It was a great initiative to invite youngsters from the Homestead Care Centre to be part of our 

academy program. 8 boys joined our sailing program that did not have any background in sailing whatsoever; 

however we have successfully managed to integrate them into our academy. This was a challenge as we had 

to start from the very beginning and have now managed to give them the basic necessary skills to be able to 

sail as competent crew members. This process took four months and we have now concluded that we should 

not introduce too many complete novices to the academy as we feel our program will be more suitable to 

students that have gone through a dinghy sailing program first in order to quickly develop them to a 

competitive level. It puts a lot of strain on our instructors/skippers and it effects the progress of our more 

advanced students. Since we have to teach the basics for the novices, the other students have not had the best 

tutoring to improve their sailing skills any further. In order to care for all sailing levels of our students, the 

academy committee has decided to rather pay for a start-up dinghy training for absolute sailing novices before 

they get integrated in our academy program. This will teach the new students the basic sailing skills and will 

make it easier for them to find their way on our academy program. A certain level of sailing skills will also ease 

the pressure off our skippers when we take the new students out to sea for our sail training. 

 

Disappointingly our feeder program from the Zeekoevlei Training Centre was not working well over the past 

12 months. ZVYC Training Centre are still struggling to obtain the required funding to revive their program and 

seem to display a lack of commitment as well as a poor strategy for the future. In an effort to keep the ZTC 

functional, our sailing academy has offered them funding to make it possible for 25 new students to be 

introduced into sailing, with an opportunity to filter through 10 new students into our RCYC Academy program. 

We will monitor our partnership with ZTC very closely, to ensure that our funding is utilized in the efficiently 

in order to develop students from dinghy sailing to keel boat sailing. 
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Lipton: The Academy Lipton campaign received positive praise from all competing teams and resulted in 

nothing less than three standing ovations during the Lipton Cup prize giving. The positive feedback was not 

just focused on their results, but also on their overall appearance, behaviour and dedication to competitive 

sailing. This is the first time we have experienced this level of support and encouragement in sailing and we 

are very excited about the benchmark it has set for youth sailing in our club and our country. These students 

will cherish that experience for years to come. To be able to get our academy team to the next level and to be 

able to compete with the best teams in 2015 again, we have agreed to start our Lipton selection process in 

January 2015 already. We are also planning to have a long term training program for our future Lipton teams, 

to further enhance their racing skills. The RCYC Sailing Academy will also promote an all-girls team for Lipton 

2015, should they reach the necessary competency to race at this level. 

 

Summary of sponsors: Our sailing program received a considerable support from our members and from other 

sponsors. The following sponsors contributed significantly towards our sail training program. Namely: 

 Lotto 

 SAORT 

 JML 

 Crocs 

 The Ozinsky Family Trut 

 Yacht & Power Sales 

 HRecruiting 

 Risk SA Magazind 

 The Italian Embassy 

Our largest contributor to date was graciously donated by one of our very own club members. 

 

As a result of this sizeable donation, we have been able to radically improve some of our vessels equipment as 

well as direct our student’s skills and standards to another level of competency. 

  

Stats of students: It all started with 20 students in 2012 which doubled in 2013. We were able to double that 

number in 2014 again, counting 80 students in our database at the moment. At least 40 of these students 

come from a disadvantaged background and we do our utmost to give all students an even chance to excel in 

our sport. 8 students from the Homestead shelter program have joined our sailing academy as absolute sailing 

novices and without any support from their families.  For the coming year we would like to get at least another 

40 students to attend our program and introduce them to yachting. We have seen a lot of young sailors joining 

our sail training, to enhance their sailing skills and to be part of our skills building program. Our students do 

come from a very mixed social and racial background and we focus our attention on integrating all cultures 

and backgrounds in order to give all students an even chance to participate in the sport of sailing.  

 

Skill level of our students: Since we have been asked from boat owners to forward the more skillful students 

to the bigger racing boats, it is very obvious that only the most experienced youngsters do meet the desired 

skill level to compete in racing. As we only have 10 senior students in our program which might meet the 

desired standard, we do have to give the lesser experienced students a lot more time to get to that level. The 

students need at least 2 years of sail training in our academy before we can forward them to the more 

competitive racing boats. 

 

L26 training boats: Our 4 training boats did receive a complete revamp in the previous year and do receive 

constant maintenance. This is an ongoing process and helps to keep all boats in top condition. Since we only 

have replaced 2 outboard engines so far, we would like to replace the other 2 older engines as well. We do 
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have a lot of outdated sails which will need replacement soon. This presents a very good advertising platform 

for prospective sponsors as well. 

 

 

RCYC RATINGS REVIEW DIVISION                                  CHAIRMAN: LUKE SCOTT         

 

…snakes and ladders! 

 
Ahoy Royalty 
 
This is a brief half year report back reflecting on Ratings at Royal Cape since the current term of office started 
in June 2014. 
 
It never ceases to amaze me how passionate, subjective, irrational, aggressive – you name it – sailors get when 
talking about ratings…Especially at bar time. 
 
There is only one purpose for ratings – and that is to attempt to level the playing field such that any selection 
of different yachts that are equally well prepared and sailed as each other should have the same corrected 
time in a race. 
 
There is nothing more to it than that. 
 
At our club, simplistically, there is a progression from the casual cruiser, to the entry level club sailor, to the 
devoted club sailor, and then to the very well prepared and accomplished sailing campaigns. There are 
different requirements for each – horses for courses. 
 
The club rating system continues to do an extremely good job to level the playing field in club racing. Club 
racing is the backbone of keel boat sailing, and the feeder system to more competitive sailing like provincial 
and national championships. 
 
We have placed a strong emphasis on promoting participation and racing on the club rating system with the 
Club Championships. This is an essential feeder system to sailors who want to achieve and progress to the next 
level, and we continue to promote the RCYC rating system as the regional club system, also used by GBYC, 
FBYC, HBYC, SBYC, POYC, et al. Even the Governors Cup and Cape to Rio use the club rating system. 
 
We have also made a strong drive this season for the top performers in the club fleet to consider IRC rating for 
the provincial and national racing series. Many of the strong sailing campaigns have embraced IRC as the rating 
system of choice in South Africa for years, and IRC is also a class, which is being very positively driven this year, 
with an excellent National Champs held out of the V&AW last month. 
 
Back to the horses for courses scenario, with ratings, you can get: 

 strictly measurement based systems [IRC purports to be this],  

 performance based systems which are a mix of measurement and performance potential [RCYC 

purports to be this], 

 golf handicap, which rates actual results, not the potential of the yacht, 

 and Velocity Prediction Program rating, where sophisticated modelling programs formulate speed 

potentials for yachts [ORC purports to be this].     

IRC and ORC are recognised by ISAF as international rating systems. All rating systems have pro’s and con’s.  
IRC for example, has the strong pro that it is “measurement based” and therefore one can argue that it is 
objective. It also has the advantage of being managed from an ivory tower far far away, so the perpetual risk 
of the assault of the ratings committee in the bar is reduced. The downside is that it clearly has flaws – some 
yachts rate well and some don’t – and it has some idiosyncrasies that don’t make rational sense. The IRC 
“lemons” are well documented, as are the “performers”. For example, one need only look at how well Bruce 
Farr’s office has nailed the formula with the various Beneteau First models to see this. So here is the tough rub 
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with IRC: take an IRC “lemon”, prepare her well and sail her well, and she will still not perform against an 
equally well prepared IRC “performer”. That is a problem. 
 
The club system is often criticised as being parochial, and there is often extremely unpleasant bloodletting 
with the volunteers who attempt to manage it. Quite often, it is staggering how uninformed the criticism is! 
However, Club Rating is a very successful feeder, it is free, and by and large it works. There can be no argument 
that it is scientific – it is not. It is run by a couple of well intending volunteers. It works for the cruisers as it 
works for the top end. If it doesn’t work for you, there is the option to go IRC. Although, if you are more of a 
cruiser, don’t bother, IRC probably won’t work either as it requires a complete paradigm shift!!! 
 
Golf handicap type ratings can no doubt be fun, but they do not promote sailing excellence, they rather reward 
mediocrity, and in no time the system can be ridiculed for the ringers and sleepers… ‘nuff said. 
 
The advancing technology of velocity prediction programming that aids yacht designers to create fast yachts, 
if used objectively – i.e. just to predict speed potential – has to be the fairest way to rate a yacht in my opinion. 
It is doing all that a rating committee tries to do, and that is to determine speed potential, from which a rating 
can be derived. ORC is coming on nicely in this regard, despite the nay-sayers and the sailors who love to resist 
change. ORC is an open and published rule, whereas the type-forming IRC formula is shrouded in secrecy, even 
though the secret code has been cracked by the likes of Farr and Kerr, et al. 
 
Maybe one of these years, ORC and IRC will merge, and there will be one viable international rating system for 
upper end competitive sailing the globe over, using the best of both systems. 
 
In conclusion, we see the club rating system as working well for club sailing in our region, and we are promoting 
performance sailors to pursue IRC rating and racing for Provincial and National events. It is very important to 
note that the general committee has recently instructed that all yachts on the club rating system must have 
an up to date declaration on file at the club, so if you have not submitted a declaration in the last year, we urge 
you to take up the initiative to submit, so that we have an up-to-date ratings database. Submit an accurate 
declaration now. 
 
See you on the water! 


